In this paper, three approaches to calculate the self-similarity exponent of a time series are compared in order to determine which one performs best to identify the transition from random efficient market behavior (EM) to herding behavior (HB) and hence, to find out the beginning of a market bubble. In particular, classical Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), Generalized Hurst Exponent (GHE) and GM2 (one of Geometric Method-based algorithms) were applied for self-similarity exponent calculation purposes. Traditionally, researchers have been focused on identifying the beginning of a crash. Instead of this, we are pretty interested in identifying the beginning of the transition process from EM to a market bubble onset, what we consider could be more interesting. The relevance of self-similarity index in such a context lies on the fact that it becomes a suitable indicator which allows to identify the raising of HB in financial markets. Overall, we could state that the greater the self-similarity exponent in financial series, the more likely the transition process to HB could start. This fact is illustrated through actual S&P500 stocks.
Introduction

Characterizing herding behavior
By [38] Bikhchandani and Sharma cite 51 works discussing HB pertaining to stock markets, traders, analysts, investors, mutual fund managers, and so on. They mention information-based HB and cascades as well as reputation-and computation-based HB. In [55] Hirshleifer and Teoh publish an even broader review, citing some 165 works focusing on finance-relevant HB. Their " . . . focus is on convergence or divergence brought about by actual interactions between individuals" ([55, p. 27, their italics]). They refer to convergence in buy/sell behaviors and offer various reasons why rational individuals abandon their own private information about fundamental values and, instead, jump onto an HB bandwagon ( [55, p. 32] ):
• Idiosyncrasy: Loss of idiosyncrasy occurs when increasing numbers of traders follow a few initial buy/sell signals;
• Fragility: As traders increasingly follow fewer buy/sell signals they increasingly ignore other sources of information and lose their sensitivity to small shocks; because the herd loses its sensitivity to other sources of information a network-based cascade of buying loses its fragility and persists until a more dramatic sell-off occurs;
• Simultaneity: Loss of idiosyncrasy and fragility resulting when increasing numbers of traders follow the same buy/sell signals inevitably results in "chain reactions", "stampedes", or "avalanches" as traders increasingly jump on board the bandwagon;
• Paradoxicality: Traders in cascades simply ignore countervailing information as long as the herd appears to keep growing and a market keeps rising (or falling);
• Path dependence: Positive-feedback dynamics based on random, insignificant initial buy/sell events give rise to increasing payoffs, which then become so attractive that traders get locked-in, i.e., they are more and more reluctant to jump off the bandwagon [22] . The positive-feedback rationale is emphasized in more recent papers as well (Hott [64] ; Jeon and Moffett [65] ).
Overall, the two review articles primarily focus on identifying HB after it exists, and then argue about whether HB is rational or irrational. [58] ). Nowhere in the finance or econophysics literature, however, do we see any empirical method proposed or used that actually identifies the transition point between EMB and HB, i.e., the beginning of HB a recent exception is Domino [26] . And, as far as we know, no method is currently (publically) available that offers sound advice to stock-traders that a longer term stock-price rise (or fall) has begun and will continue for some time into the future, and thus, a good time for investing has arrived. The structure of our paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a mathematical sketch regarding the three approaches that we use in this study to calculate the self-similarity exponent (of financial-time series) for comparative purposes: DFA, GHE and GM2 algorithms, respectively. In Section 3 we conduct comparative empirical analyses of the three HB-indication methods based on financial time-series data from S&P500 stock Index dating from 1980 to 2015. Conclusions follow.
Mathematical background
The main purpose of this section is to provide a brief mathematical support regarding some concepts, notations, theoretical results and algorithms which will be necessary along this paper. According to that, the structure of this section is as follows. In Subsection 2.1, we recall the key concept of self-similar process (in the classical sense of Lamperti) as well as some properties related to its increments. In this way, the class of fractional Brownian motions will be also uniquely characterized. On the other hand, the remaining Subsections 2.2-2.4 will contain a technical description regarding some procedures that will be applied throughout this work to calculate the self-similarity index for a given process (in particular, for actual financial series, see forthcoming Section 3). They include Generalized Hurst Exponent, Detrended Fluctuation Analysis and a pretty accurate Geometric Method-based procedure.
Self-similar processes and their increments. Fractional Brownian motions
Let (X, A, P ) be a probability space and let t ∈ [0, ∞) denote time. Thus, X = {X(t, ω) : t ≥ 0} is a random process (also known as a random function), if X(t, ω) is a random variable for all t ≥ 0 and all ω ∈ Ω, where Ω is a sample space. Hence, X provides a sample function which maps t → X(t, ω) for all ω ∈ Ω. Consequently, Ω-points do parametrize the functions X : [0, ∞) × Ω −→ R, whereas P is a probability on such a function class. In this context, let X(t, ω) and Y (t, ω) be a pair of random functions. Let us denote X(t, ω) ∼ Y (t, ω) the fact that they present the same finite joint distribution function. Accordingly, it is said that a random process X is self-similar (in the Lamperti sense, see [11] ) provided that there exists H > 0 such that the following PL is satisfied:
for all a > 0 and all t ≥ 0. Equivalently, X is also called a H-self-similar random process, as well as its corresponding parameter H is known as its self-similarity index (also exponent), which is particularly called Hurst exponent in the Brownian motion case. Thus, if X(t, ω) denotes space, then Eq. (1) states that any change of time scale a > 0 corresponds with a change of space scale a H . Moreover, the bigger H, the more dramatic becomes the change on the space variable. Further, Eq. (1) also implies a scaleinvariance of the finite dimensional distribution for the corresponding random process X. Moreover, the increments of a random function X(t, ω) are said to be stationary, provided that for all a > 0 and all t ≥ 0, it is satisfied that
The wide class of self-similar processes having stationary increments includes the classical Brownian motions and their generalizations to stable distributions as particular cases. For a mathematical background regarding all of them, let us refer the reader e.g., to [5, Section 16.2]. Finally, let us recall also that a fractional Brownian motion could be characterized as the unique H-self-similar Gaussian process having stationary increments with parameter H ∈ (0, 1) (see [18] ).
Generalized Hurst exponent
The original approach contributed by English hydrologist H.E. Hurst in [9] was afterwards generalized in [2, 13] to test for long-range correlations on time series. The statistical performance of such approach is based on statistical qth-order moments for the distribution of the increments, which being modeled through a stochastic process X(t), allows us to describe the evolution of (financial) time series. Accordingly, scaling properties on such series could be explored by means of the statistic that follows:
where · denotes the sample average over the corresponding time window for a T -length time series X(t) and τ ∈ {1, . . . , τ max } is the number of considered periods (see [4, 7, 14] ). Further, it is also satisfied that statistical properties for X(t) scale with the time window resolution. Thus, the scaling behavior of K q (τ ) leads to the so-called generalized Hurst exponent (GHE, herein). Observe that all the information regarding scaling properties for X(t) is contained on its scaling index H(q). This makes a GHE based analysis quite simple to test for scaling properties on time series. As well as it happens with other approaches to test for scaling properties on series (see e.g., MF-DFA [17] as well as FD algorithms [8] ), GHE provides an appropriate procedure to deal with multi-fractal (also multi-scaling) processes, namely, those ones for which the scaling exponent H(q) depends on each qth-order moment. In such a case, different exponents characterize the scaling properties for distinct qth-order moments on the underlying distribution [6, 21] . Accordingly, it becomes quite natural to apply GHE to properly study unifractal processes. Thus, scaling properties of such processes become uniquely determined through a single constant H which matches the self-affine exponent for the corresponding time series. Note that in such a case, a plot of q H(q) vs. q provides a straight line (equivalently, H(q) = H for each qth-order moment, namely, the self-similarity index remains constant).
In particular, if q = 1, then GHE provides a valid tool to test for scaling properties of the absolute deviations of the process under consideration. Thus, the quantity H(1) is expected to be close to the original Hurst exponent. Consequently, in this paper we will apply GHE for q = 1 within self-similarity exponent calculation purposes.
(Multifractal) Detrended fluctuation analysis
Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA, onwards) is a classical algorithm widely applied in financial literature to estimate the self-similarity exponent of a random process. This procedure, which was first introduced by Peng et al. in [17] , allows to check for correlation and scaling properties on time series (see [1, 12, 15] ). MF-DFA, which was contributed by Kantelhardt et al. [10] , provides a generalization for classical DFA. A remarkable feature for this algorithm is that it could be applied to study the scaling behavior of non-stationary multifractal time series. The main idea underlying this procedure consists of taking into account deviations of qth-order moments from polynomial fits. In fact, notice that for q = 2, classical DFA remains as a particular case of MF-DFA. A properly description for such an approach could be done in the following terms. Indeed, for a given time series of length equal to T , and for each m = 2 k < T , let us divide it into d = T m non-overlapping blocks of length m, and for each block, let us denote X m,l the corresponding l-order polynomial fit. For our purposes, we will use linear detrending, so let us consider l = 1, herein. Accordingly, the notation X m,l could be replaced merely by X m . Then MF-DFA could be stated as follows:
(1) determine the local trend for each block X m .
(2) Let {Y (t, j) : j = 1, . . . , m} be the detrended process on each block, namely, the difference between the original value of the series on the block and the local trend given by the corresponding polynomial fit: Y (t, j) = X(t, j) − X m (t, j).
(3) For each block, let us calculate B i,q = (
(4) Consider the statistic F m,q = (
q , which scales following the next PL:
, where H(q) is the generalized Hurst exponent.
Hence, the estimation of the generalized Hurst exponent H(q) can be carried out as the slope of the linear regression which compares log F m,q vs. log m. Note that the estimator H DF A provides information about memory though not about distribution increments for a given random process. Further, observe that such an estimator is based on the variance (resp. the standard deviation) of either the process or its increments, but even if the variance (resp. the standard deviation) becomes infinite, this estimator still works properly (see [16] ). In particular, this means that if we apply these approach to either Brownian motions or Lévy stable motions within different self-similarity exponents and without memory, then we will get H DF A = 0.5 for all of them.
A geometric method-based procedure: GM2 algorithm
Geometric method-based procedures (both GM1 & GM2) were introduced in [19] and revisited afterwards in [20] to calculate the self-similarity exponent of time series. They provide two novel geometric approaches to test for scaling and correlation properties on any (financial) series. In this paper, though, we will be focused only on GM2 approach, which will be described next. In fact, let us assume that both the maximum and the minimum values (prices) for each period are already known. Thus, for a given time series (of log prices) whose length is equal to T , and for each m = 2 k < T , let us divide it into d = T m non-overlapping blocks of length m. Hence, (1) calculate the range of each block B i = {B 1 , . . . , B m }, namely, R i = max{B j : j = 1, . . . , m} − min{B j : j = 1, . . . , m} for each i = 1, . . . , d.
(2) Calculate the mean of the block ranges, namely,
Accordingly, the value of H GM 2 could be obtained by means of the slope of a linear regression which compares log M m vs. log m. We would like also to point out that while DFA uses the (log) return of the series, GM2 approach actually considers the corresponding log price values.
Empirical tests & Conclusions
The main goal in this section is to apply the three algorithms described previously in Section 2 to calculate the self-similarity index for a sample from S&P500 stock prices, assuming that HB can be measured through the self-similarity index. Indeed, we check that the higher the self-similarity index, the higher a "bubble" is or will be in progress. According to that, we test if self-similarity exponent could be used as an indicator for future performance.
To do this, data from 1980 to present time (2015) have been considered for this application. Further, notice that log price changes have been explored in upcoming analysis. In this way, our analysis has been focused on the calculation of the self-similarity exponent as an indicator regarding the existence of HB and likely bubble beginnings. Recall that self-similarity index values greater than 0.5 do indicate long-range PL correlations, due to Peng et al., [62] . Econophysicists call this "persistent behavior", so our purpose is to identify these high Hurst exponent values as an evidence of positive feedback for HB in stock markets.
Next, we explain in detail the way we have carried out our empirical study. Indeed, we have calculated the value for the self-similarity exponent of any S&P500 stock in a given day taking into account the previous price series to that day. For instance, let us calculate the self-similarity exponent for any S&P500 stock price series until a given day and let us also fix the window size to be equal to 128 data. Then let us consider the stock prices corresponding to the previous 128 days to that day. Then the time series is changed by rolling 20 days each time, that is, we roll the starting date 20 days and then we consider again other 128 data points to calculate another Hurst exponent value. Hence, we get 108 coincident data points provided that we compare with the previous series, so note that the intervals are overlapping (we would like to point out that we have also analyzed this fact without overlapping time intervals with the obtained results being quite similar). This procedure has been repeated for any stock of the 500 ones included in S&P500 index. This way allows us to obtain a considerable number of observations for the self-similarity index (in fact, more than 130000 through a 128 window size). Once we have obtained the self-similarity exponent values for all the stocks in all the time intervals, the next step is to test the utility of such values as indicators of prices changes. Therefore, after calculating the value for the Hurst exponent in a given day and for a certain prior interval, we have calculated the log price change in the following days through the same window size for comparative purposes. As a benchmark, we have applied the log price change regardless of the value of the self-similarity H. Next, we gather the results by self-similarity exponent values, obtaining that the higher the self-similarity index values, the higher the mean (positive) price changes.
According to that, this methodology has been carried out for DFA, GHE and GM2 self-similarity index approaches and for different window sizes (32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 days) in order to compare them and determine which one becomes more accurate to identify this kind of HB in S&P500 stocks. Next, let us summarize the main conclusions obtained throughout this procedure. First of all, notice that the results for DFA were not meaningful due to the short length of the series. Thus, the self-similarity index values calculated by DFA are very noisy. On the other hand, both GHE and GM2 approaches do yield clear results leading to the higher the self-similarity exponent, the higher the performance of the corresponding stock.
In Tables 1-3 , it is shown (for different window sizes) the annualized expected return as a function depending on the self-similarity exponent H. Overall, note that for both GHE and GM2 estimators, there is a strong correlation between H and the future performance of the stock in all the time frames analyzed. In addition to that, we could state that for low and very low values of H, the performance is worse than the benchmark, whereas for high and very high values of H, the performance is better than such benchmark. Moreover, both Tables 4 and 5 display the results for values of the self-similarity index H greater than percentile 95 and between percentiles 90 and 95 (that is, for extremely high values of H), for both GHE and GM2 algorithms, respectively. The annualized returns in such cases for all time frames and both GHE and GM2 algorithms are really noteworthy: roughly around 18 − 20% for the highest case vs. around 13% for the benchmark.
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